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ABSTRACT

Experience in replacement of highly radioactive components  
of Homogeneous Reactor Experiment No. 2 is discussed, with    . i
particular emphasis on containment of air-borne.gontamination
and  control of personnel exposure. The.design.*Ed operation  of
tools and. viewing devices developed  to  observe' the  hole  in  the
HRE-2 core tank are described.                                   1
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NOTICE                          -/                     , c

This document contains information of a 'preliminary nature
and was prepared primarily for interncl use at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.  It is subiect to revision or correction
and therefore does not represent a final report. The information
is not to be abstracted, .reprinted or otherwise given public
dissemination without the approval of the ORNL potent branch,
Legal and Information Control Department.



DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product,
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any
agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.



DISCLAIMER

Portions of this document may be illegible in
electronic image products. Images are produced
from the best available original document.
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LEGAL NO I lit

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. Neither the United States,
nor the Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy,

completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of
any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe                          , 
privately owned rights; or

B. Assumes ony liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of
any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" includes any employee or
contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent thot such employee
or controctor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or
provides access to, any Information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission,
or his employment with such contractor.
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INTRODUCTION

Maintenance of equipment in the circulation systems of the
 4.9 Homogeneous Reactor Experiment No. 2 (HRE-2) presents difficulties

S            because fission-product activities are not confined to the reactor
core and intense radioactivity emanates from the surfaces of the
equipment.  Despite the difficulties, however, this problem must
be resolved in a practical manner if circulating-fuel reactors are
to be economical power producers.»«

The development of maintenance practices for HRE-2 was des-
cribed in a report to the Fourth Nuclear Congress(1).  In the
year 1958, experience was gained in the application of these

practices to the replacement of reactor components during shutdown
periods after power operation.  Total down time for the year
attributable to maintenance was 1200 hr, including 600 hr for re-
placement of the entire reactor power wiring system.  Power opera-
ting time during this period was 2700 hr; a total of 3200 hr was
spent conducting chemical experiments and inspections relating to
the fuel behavior.  The length of time between reactor shutdown

             and the start of direct maintenance varied from 36 to 60 hr,
0) depending on whether dry or wet operations were done.  Three of

the four shutdowns were scheduled in accordance with the experi-

•            mental program of the reactor;-the fourth was after discovery of
a leak in the reactor core tank. Not one mechanical failure was
experienced in 1958 which made the reactor plant inoperable or
which required immediate maintenance..

The first sections of this report describe some of the 4
typical maintenance experiences during the shutdown periods.  The
tools and techniques used in normal con ponent replacement were  
expanded to permit their use in makidg minor system modifica-
tions.  The methods used in personnel protection and in control of
contamination have proved successful.

Following the appearance 9f an opening in the wall of the
Zircaloy-2 core vessel, a short-range progr m was conducted to

designp construct, test and operate equipment to observe the
hole in the core.  A similar program was carried out in order
to retrieve a number of corrosion specimens, exposed in the center
of the reactor core, which had become detached from their holde.r
ddring reactor operation. A description of the inspection and.
retrieval programs comprises approximately the last half of this

             report.
3\..1.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE EXPERIENCE

Control of Contamination

To control the spread of dontamination from radioactive com-
ponents and tools used in vari6us operations, the roof plugs over
the reactor cell were covered with plastic film. In areas of
heavy traffic, plywood was used to protect the plastic from
punctures.  Heavy blotter paper was then spread over areas where
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contaminated items would. be handled, stored, or transported..

A traffic pattern was established (see Fig. 1) to prevent the

\4*'
inadvertent spread of contamination.  All personnel entered and
left the area over the reactor. cell via the temporary change room.9
All imcoming clean tools and equipment were passed over the barrier
from the south.  All contaminated equipment or waste left the
building in hot trucks loaded directly at the west end or from the
hot storage pool at the east end.

\-"-

This storage pool provides a safe place for radioactive com-

ponents or tools which must be used again prior to decontamination.
A 4-ft-diameter tank within the pool provides a means of controll-
ing the volume of waste water which must be disposed of when

highly contaminated components are placed in it for observation,
sectioning for corrosion examination, or other operations.

Downdraft ventilation was provided in the immediate working
area by means of a fan drawing air tlirough the cell opening, and
exhausting  it  up a stack. Air change  over  the  top  of the reactor  '
cell is provided by roof ventilators.  The roof fans were shut

•             down during removal of highly contaminated items from the cell,
ZL to prevent air-borne contamination from spreading.  In addition
Ir,                                                                                                ,an air purge was provided. for hollow tools inserted in the core
'            to prevent a chimney effect from carrying air-borne contamination

up to the operator.

Tools, lights, periscopes, and other devices used on or in
the pressure vessel were enclosed in plastic-film bags as they
were withdrawn (see Fig. 2).  The top of the bag was taped to the
tool  handle. A fiber  drum, with heads removed,   held.  the  bag  open
while   the   tool was withdrawn  by the overhead crane. A drawstring
closed the bottom of the bag when the tool was fully withdrawn;
hand lines provided a means of guiding when required.

All personnel were provided with protective clothing consist-
ing of shoes, socks, coveralls, caps, shoe covers, and. rubber
gloves before entering the area over the re6ctor cell.  Shoe

covers and gloves were changed frequently as they became contami-
nated.. Gas masks were used whenever highly contaminated. items
were withdrawn from the cell, until there was assurance that no
air-borne activity was present.  Protective clothing was removed
in the change house before personnel entered the clean area.

." Monitoring of Personnel Exposure

Constant air monitors were used to detect air-borne contami-
nation.  Periodic checks of film badges and daily checks of
pencil dosimeters provided a record of personnel exposure.  In
addition,.self-reading dosimeters were.used for a constant indi-

cation of exposure during operations where daily tolerances might
be exceeded.
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A health physics surveyor monitored all hot operations and
checked all personnel out through the change room.  Blotter paper

*            was changed as it became contaminated, and clean areas were fre-
quently 'smeared to detect any contamination spread. Throughout
all operations, a successful effort was made to limit personnel

W,

exposure to an integrated dose of 300 mr, which is the weekly
tolerance.

Shielding of Personnel
.\»-...

Adequate personnel shielding must reduce radiations to toler-

able biological values while simultaneously providing access to
the equipment.  In performing dry-maintenance operations, a hollow
leai shield with an eccentric top plug was used to place a variety
of  tools and. other devices   over the desired component. Visibility
was provided by means of a light and,alclosed-circuit television
camera lowered through the top plug, .or by a glass shielding  '
window installed. in the television-camera opening.

Where larger cell openings were required, water shielding was
provided by flooding the cell to the desired level.  A lead-covered

• working platform was used when it was desirable to replace a com-
pgnent with the cell only partially flooded.

I

12,

All work, both underwater and dry, was done directly with
tools having extension handles up to 25 ft long.  An overhead crane

spanning the reactor cell area w'as used *Atensively in handling
these tools and other equipment.  During the transfer of hot com-
ponents from the reactor cell to the,storage pool, the overhead
crane was operated remotely.  Cell roof plugs were stacked up to
provide shadow 6hielding for the crane operator, health physics
surveyor, and supervisor.

Typical Underwater Maintenance Operation

A typical underwater maintenance operation was the replace-
ment of an air-operated high-pressure valve.-  With the work
area prepared as described. earlier, the cell was flooded to an _
elevation approximately 18 in. below,the bottom of the lower

roof plugs.  This elevation was chosen to permit dry inspection,
t6 proceed. concurrently  in the reactor vessel. Upper shield
plugs were removed, and. the metal cell-sealing membrane was cut
open.  Lower roof plugs were then removed, exposing the valve.

The lead-shielded work platform was placed over the area,
covering all but the required work space.  The radiation back-

s                ground was 400 mr/hr at 3· ft above floor level over the opening,
but less than 10 mr/hr over the work platform.  If the cell had
b'een completely flooded, the radiation level would. have been
much lower. Underwater lights and Plexiglas-bottom viewing boxes
in the water provided visibility.

Process lines to the valve were frozen off tb .prevent
shield-water inleakage.  Air and leak=detector lines were dis-
c6nnected. with special tools devised -for the purpose.     Hori-
zontal flanges were unbolted with extension wrenches.  When the
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valve was free, the lead platform was removed.  A lifting hook
suspended from the overhead crane was engaged in the valve
lifting bail.

i"
1                 Personnel except those required for the hot transfer to the

storage pool were evacuated from the building.  With the crane
being operated remotely, the valve was raised clear of the cell
and transferred to the storage pool.  The valve was found to
read  10   r/hr   at   1   ft when raised,   ove   the cell shielding water.

Installation of the new valve was essentblly a reversal of
this procedure.  The total time required for removal and. replace-

ment,   exclusive of opening and closing the cell,  was  14 crew hours.
There Was no significant spread of contamination from tools or
the valve.

Typical Dry Maintenance Operation
...                                                                                                                             9

The removal of the fuel corrosion=specimen assembly from the
core Of the reactor is typical of the dry-maintenance operations
performed with the use of the eccentric-plug lead shield.  After
preparation of the work area, it is necessary to remove only one

(,1 upper shielding plug.  A flanged cover is provided in the reactor
sealing membrane, and a round. concrete plug is remotely removed to
permit   access   to   the   cell.

Tools for removing bolts from the reactor access flange were
assembled in the eccentric-plug lead. shield, which was then placed
over the open hole with the crane. A light and television camera
were lowered to view the operations.  By use of a wrench with an
extension handle the eight flange bolts were loosened.  The shield-
ing was quite effective, the background around the shield. being
only 10 mr/hr although the beam above the open hole was 10 r/hr
3 ft above the top of the shield.

The corrosion-specimen assembly and flange were drawd-up into
a transport tube 9 ft long and 12 in. in diam6ter.  At this point
the radiation field around the lead. shield rose to about 1 r/hr
at 6 in.

The building was evacuated except for the crane operator,
health physics surveyor, and supervisor, Vho took stations behind
the concrete shadow shield. Mirrors provide-d visibility as the

t'              transport tube was raised above the lead shield and the bottom
was remotely sealed with adhesive paper.  The tube was then moved
to the storage pool, where a television camera monitored the lower-
ing of the tube into the 4-ft-diameter tank.

The transport tube containing the specimen assembly read 204

r/hr at 3 ft when clear of the lead shield.  At this time, the
background some 30 to 40 ft from the specimen assembly rose to
9 r/hr above the shadow shield and 1 r/hr was read behind the
shadow shield.  The latter background could have been reduced
raadily with additional shielding.  A field of 20 r/hr was
measured over the top of the water level in the storage tank, with
the speciden assembly just below the surface.  After the assembly
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had been lowered further into the water, the field was reduced to
700 mr/hr at 6 in. above the water surface.

The removal operations required 23 crew hours of work.  The
e,                                       maximum personnel exposure received  was   110   mr. Some contami-

nation was found  on  the path followed in transporting the speci-
men assembly to the pool, but it was confined to the blotter paper
and was thus easily removed.

\ I
Other General Maintenance Operatip*s

Other maintenance operations of significance which have been
performed are shown in Table  I. Jobs. listed  as  wet were performed
with the cell flooded or partially flooded; those listed as dry
were performed. by use of the eccentric-plug lead shield.

The basic crew' consisted of a rigger, crane operator, mill-
wright, pipefitter, laborer, health physics.surveyor, and super-
visor, the crew complement being varied somewhat depending on the
nature of the work to be performed. The.crew' hours tabulated
reflect only those hours actually on the job, not those spent
in  preparation or cleaning   up J     It

 

should be pointed.  out   that
0             the total reactor down time is. greateF than that tabulated for
.,            the specific maintenance operation. The average operating time
-

lost to permit a dry maintenance operation was 50 hr plus the
time needed for the maintenance work. The corresponding average
down time for a wet operation was 80 hr.

The maximum activity levels are those to which personnel
were exposed in working, however briefly, and do not signify that
personnel were working continuously in this radiation environ-
ment.  Maximum personnel exposures are the highest received by
any one crew member during an entire   job.

OBSERVATION OF THE CORE DEFECT AND CORROSION-SPECIMEN RECOVERY

Immediately after the leak in the core t4nk was confirmed, a

program was initiated to determine the sizey location, and, if
possible, the nature of the defect.  The elevation of the leak
was established by pumping up D20 condensate until it overflowed
from the blanket into the core as evidenced by an increase in
dump-tank weight. Further refinements  were made utilizing
bubblers to establish the level at the spillover point.  The

- approximate elevation thus established was at the intersection of
the two cones in the lower half of the core vessel. Since this
region is below the top diffuser screen, it could not be observed
from inside the core vessel at the time.

Figure 3 illustrates the ,relative position of the core and
blanket vessels and their access flanges with respect to the
shielding used in dry-maintenance operations.  The typical
working distance is about 18 ft.  The core access flange is only

2 in. in inside diameter; the north side of the blanket vessel has
a 3 1/2-in.-I.D. access port.
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Measurement of radiation level in the core was attempted,
and the instrument went off scale at 60,000 r/hI, as it entered

•            the vessel outlet pipe.

All tools to be described in this section were designed for
a particular job and were considered expendable. Although in some
instances it was possible to store the tool in a dry well in the
storage basin for re-use, most of the tools and viewing devices
read 4-6 r/hr on removal and were bagged and hauled to the burial
ground  in   a hot truck immediately-atter  use.

Program to View Core Defect

A  20 -ft periscope   1  3/4-in„ in diameter was constructed using
conventional optical glass lenses and a Stellite mirror set at
45 deg to allow horizontal viewing in the blanket vessel.  With

this device the outside of the core vessel was observed and photo-
graphed on'the north side.  Light was supplied by photoflood lemps
protected. by screen enclosures. To 9bserve the south  side,   an
additional device was constructed with an arm which could be
erected  in the annular space between  the   core and blanket vessel.
A light source and mirror which could be rotated independently by
cables running up through the shield plug were attached to this
arm.  With this combination, it was possible to observe the image

'                                in the mirror  with the periscope and.thus   see  part  of the south
surface of the core vessel. All areas which could be observed
were studied; however, the defect was either not seen or not
recognized..

During the ensuing period while the reactor was being opera-
ted as a single-region machine, a concerted effort was made to
build and test better equipment to view the core defect.  The
initial step was the construction of.a full=size maintenance mockup

which simulated the geometry of the reactor core and blanket
vessels and could be approached from above   at the appropriate   ele -
vation.                                       c»

The first mockup application was evaluation of the equipment
used in the initial viewing attempt to determine its adequacy.
The quality of the image obtained with the optical periscope
and mirror was found to be good, but the field covered by the
rotating mirror omitted about '90  deg  of the vessel  at  the  ele-
vation of the defect.  Furthermore, the lighting was found to be

. marginal when the surface viewed was dull.

During the period of reactor operation following the un-
•            successful viewing attempt, a revised design of the folding-arm

device was constructed as shown in Fig. 4.  The new device con-
tained a long air-tight box with a non-browning fused pure
silica window, which enclosed the periscope.  The folding arm,
to which were attached two 220-wati projection lamps and a
rotating mirror, was mounted below the box.  The new viewing
device was tested rigorously in the mockup to insure its proper
operation in the reactor.  Figure 5.illustrates the lower end of
the device erected in the mockup.
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In order to pinpoint the azimuth and elevation of the leak,
oxygen was admitted through the reactor blanket addition system
and permitted to.bubble' through same heavy water placed  in  the
core to just above the top diffuser screen.  Bubbles rose in
bursts at 30-sec intervals, rising through the same screen opening
repeatedly.  The azimuth was found to be about 30 deg west of

south in the area not visible during earlier viewing.  Projecting
the observed radius confirmed the elevation of the defect to be
at the intersection of the cones.

The bubbles were observed th'Yough the core flange opening
with a tilting-mirror periscope containing no lenses.  The mirrors

were Alzac coated glass, and a.surveyors transit telescope was
used for magnification.  Light was supplied by two 300-watt
projection lamps, encased in screen and operated at 50% of rated

power.  During this operation several fuel corrosion specimens,
which had been detached during reactor operation, were observed
on the top screen.

With the azimuth thus fixed, the folding-arm device was in-
serted through the blanket access flange and erected on the west
side of the core.  A minor adjustmen$ of the mirror brought the
hole into view.

.,                 Browning of the periscope lenses reduced the brilliance of
the image rapidly, but sufficient viewing time was available tg
photograph the hole and allow several people to observe it.  A-
second similar periscope was rapidly browned up by further view-
ing.  These were then replaced by a tilting=mirror periscope of
the type used previously in the core which supplied an image
nearly as clear as that of the new glass scope. This equipment
served satisfactorily for three days, allowing study of the nature
of the hole, and providing the phgtographs shown in Figure 6.
0/ing to the limited field of view in the 2 x 4-in. mirror, it
was necessary to take three pictures to bring out the detail of
the hole and the tail that extends below it.  The silhouette of
the core vessel can be seen at-the left side of the image in the·

I mirror.
-

Cutting of Screen Samples from the Core Diffuser

Original plans called for 1-in 0-diameter samples to be cut
from the top diffuser screen adjacent to the core wall for meta-
1lurgical study.  A tool to accomplish this was designed, built,

              and successfully tested; however, following viewing of the core
defect from the outside it was decided to construct another tool
tp cut 2-in.-diameter discs out of the center of the top six

.-'

screens.  This would. accomplish the following objectives:

(1) give an access port for the tilt-mirror periscope so that the
hole in the core wall could be viewed and photographed from the
inside, (2) provide a series of Zircaloy-2 samples which had ex-
perienced a range of neutron fluxes, (3) provide a well in which

a receptacle could be placed to aid in retrieving the corrosion
specimens which had fallen onto the top screen.
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Tests run in the shop showed that Zircaloy-2 could be success-
fully cut with water being used as a lubricant and coolant if
the cutter speed did not exceed 60 ft/min. A specially made tool-

              steel cutter, shown in Figure 7 with cut specimens retained, was

successfully tested. on sa«Les of core-tank screen material.  The

* long pilot of the cutter Mas intended to be inserted in the
aligned. center holes ofiall  six  screens. The small wire springs
serve to retain the  ecimens after cutting.  A 20-ft-long drive
shaft and housing, ihcorporating a rack and pinion for feeding
the cutter, completed the tool.  Power was supplied by a low-speed
(130-rpm) air drill. --

This tool was inserted blind through the shield plug and

cgre  access  flange.     It was presumed  that the pilot was centered
in the aligned center holes as it slipped easily through three
screens. Drilling   of  the six #creenB was accomplished.  in   5   hr.
The two operators received only 10 mf.radiation exposure each.

Subsequent examination showed that the pilot had started 1
1/2 in. west of center and passed through a broken screen.  In
the drilling process the tool-steel Rilot was broken off at the

retainer springs.  During withdrawal two of the specimens were
stripped off the pilot, but the other four came out in the
cutter.  One of the dropped discs was subsequently retrieved.
These five specimens were submitted to the metallurgical exami-

'             nation facility for study.  The 2-in. hole through the diffuser
screens allowed a specially constructed tilt-mirror periscope
with its own light source to be inserted for viewing between the
screens.  The hole was readily observed and photographed..  Because
of-the restricted space no one position of the periscope gave a
good view of the entire hole.  Figure 8 is a composite photograph

made from pictures taken through the periscope.

Rdcovery of Corrosion Specimens Dropped on the Core Diffuser Screens

To expedite the over-all program of retrieval of the
corrosion specimens from the diffuser screens, two separate
groups were started. on the design and construction of equipment
and. the perfection of techniques required to operate it.  This

 

work was in progress while the core interior was beiDg viewed and
the 2-in. holes were being cut in.the diffuser screens.

'    One approach combined an,essentially standard tilt-mirror

piriscope and a pair of remotely controlled fingers to pick up
              the corrosion specimens.  The original model is illustrated in

'4.-
Figure 9 in operating position-over a screen mockup prepared for

the purpose.
.A

The aluminum cup inserted in the hole in the center of the
screens served to receive the ;specimens after pickup.   The cup
had. to be inserted. and removed by a dpetial  tool. In operation
it was first necessary to lower two projection lamps encased in
screen  into  the core vessel suspended. by their cords. The peris-
cope manipulator was then inserted through the same 2-in. opening,

and the samples were located visually.  The normal pickup was made
with the arm horizontal. The whole device was then raised until
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the arm could swing dawn to the vertical and drop its specimen
into the cup.  One limitation was the necessity of picking up

-,             specimens with the arm in a near-horizontal position, limiting
the field of operation to the radius of the arm.  This limitation
was partially overcome by grasping one sample and using it to
push another one into a position where it could be reached.

It was apparent that many of the specimens fell through the

screens during the drilling operation since only 4 of the original
22 specimens were recovered.from(3he top screen.

The loss of specimens was explained by the discovery that
the top screens had. become completely detached from the core
vessel.  By standing the two top screens on edge and retrieving
on the third screen, six additional specimens were recovered with
the periscope manipulator.

The alternate recovery approach involved the use of an ex-
ternal-light-source viewing device and long-handled tools.  The
viewing device is shown in Figure 10.  Illumination is supplied
by  a zirconium oxide arc light  with a collimating lens.. system

*                to project a beam of light down through the shield plug and into
the reactor vessel.  The 45-deg Stellite mirror had a 1/2-in. hole

drilled through its center to allow this light beam to pass
·             through.  The image in the mirror is.viewed through a 15-power

spotting telescope. When focused  on the screens   20   ft  away,   the
long-handled manipulator tools appear as a blur except at the
working end.  The field of vision is about 3 in. in diameter.

One of the 2-in. screen specimens that had dropped during

drilling was retrieved with this equipment, as well as a corro-
sion specimen which could not be reached by the periscope manil
pulator. The screens were plumbed. for elevation and tested   for
rigidity. By means of a dentalrtype mirror it was possible to -
look back between screens and locate corrosion specimens.  An
electrically heated blob of sealing wax on a piece of Fiberglas
tape was maneuvered into position and. removed an' additional
corrosion specimen which could not otherwise be reached.

In all, 11 of the 22 corrosion specimens were retrieved„
The others were wedged down between screens where they are in-
accessible.

Television Viewing Device

The television viewing device, although thoroughly tested in
4               the mockup and found to operate quite satisfactorily, was never

fnserted in the reactor since the hole was observed with simpler
and less expensive equipment.  However, the device (Fig. 11) has
many features of general interest.

The television camera, developed by Dage Campany for ORNL,
is only 2 in. in diameter and 8 1/2 in. long.  The preamplifier

is in a larger metal case 10 ft away from the camera.  Many of
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the electronic camponents are thus removed from the intense

radiation field, and the camera size is reduced sufficiently
·to allow it to be inserted in the core or blanket.

.'

The manipulator consists of three articulated 18-in. links
on a 20-ft-long mast. The lixiks are moved hydraulically and the
angularity of each joint is continually indicated by linear poten-
tiometers driven by a,rack and pinion.  A panel containing the
contrel valves for the.hydraulic cylipders and.· position-indicating
meters,is mounted on  the  top  of  the  mast.

\/----
The mast is calibrated for depth of insertion and has an

azimuth ring built into the support bushing.  Since the link
position indicators read only relative .angular displacement, the
actual.position of,the camera is continually followed on a small
wooden·:model   Set   up   near the operator. 2-   ' ' -

„

Insertion of the camera and manipulator in the blanket
vesselirequires numerous steps in a programmed maneuver worked
out,inithe mockup.

CONCLUSION

.D

In conclusion, it might be said that maintenance 6perations on
a reactor such as the HRE-2 appear to be quite practical.  Many
highly radioactive .components have been installed and removed
from the reactor, methods of controlling air-borne contamination
have been developed; and relatively simple shielding, coupled
with-yigid health physics control, can prevent excessive ex-
posure of personnel to radiation.  The use of a maintenance
mockuppproved extremely valuable in preparation for operations
which. were not anticipated in the design of the reactor.

,                                                                         .                                                                    I                 K'. .2.,
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V
TABLE I. MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS PERFORMED IN HRE-2

......r

Wet Crew Maximum Max.
Date or Hrs. Activity Pers.

Type of Operation of Work Dry Req'd
- Levels Source of Max. Radiation Exp,(mr)

Wiring installation Feb. 25-Mar. 23 DW 152 <5 mr/hr Background above shield water <20
Replacement of Feb.    25 -Mar.    2              W                 48                  <5 mr/hr Background above shield,water <20
corrosion specimens
at main circ. pump

Corrosion specimen Apr. 8           D     8      400 mr/hr 60 ft  Blanket corrosion specimen assembly    20
removal and neutron source

July 7            D     13 1/2  100 r at 3 ft Fuel corrosion-specimen assembly      50
Sept. 16-18       D     23      204 r at 3 ft Fuel corrosion-specimen assembly 110

Replacement of May 4-5           D    30      1.5 r/hr at 1 ft Fuel access-opening beam 110
corrosion specimens July 19-24        D     30      2.45 r/hr at Blanket specimen assembly and <20

35 ft neutron source
Oct. 8            D     12      10 r/hr at 5 ft Blanket specimen assembly and <20

St neutron source
BlAnk rupture disc May 13-14         DW    16      100 mr/hr Background above shield opening <20
installation

Fuel feed-pump July 26           W     8      55 mr/hr Background. above sbield water <20
replacement

Valve replacements May   2                                              w                     8                     1.5    r/hr
·

Background. above shield water 220
LCV-145
HCV-141 Oct. 13-14       W    14      400 mr/hr Background above shield water 300
HCV-142 Oct. 17-30        W     12      400 mr/hr Background above shield water 210

New line 291 Oct. 29-30        W     12     750 mr/hr . Background above shield water 210
installation
Insert blanket May 5-6           D      3      1 r/hr at 1 f t Beam through shield-plug hole <20
gasket line 204

Install, remove fuel Oct, 3 and
standpipe Nov. 7            D     12      4 r/hr at 1 ft Beam through lead-shield opening <20

Install dip tube Oct. 20-21        D     16      3 r/hr at 1 ft Beam through lead-shield opening <20

E         :
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